
Have To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Why, ____________________________________, he coming home from
foreign parts and you not ashore to meet him?
1.

(what/the master/would/say/?)

But my story ________________ with him.2. (not/do)

I ____________________ it about with me.3. (may/carry)

He ______________________ for his room at the president's house
because he did errands for him.
4.

(past/not/pay)

I _________________________ I was interested in Beth.5.
(past/not/pretend)

He _________________ a thousand men.6. (command)

He _______________________ inquiries for the lady, for she stood
smilingly at the end of the first class promenade awaiting him.
7.

(past/not/make)

He had a good job, and I ______________________ when he was alive.8.
(past/not/work)

I suppose that's one consolation for having such a little playhouse affair to
live in; you ______________________ up far.
9.

(not/climb)

Although patent medicines were often prescription items, they
_____________________.
10.

(past/not/be)

As for poor Ellen, she __________________________ her mind; it was
made up for her by unconquerable circumstances.
11.

(past/not/make up)

You _____________________ one of the Slattery girls or any other girl
that you don't want to take.
12.

(not/take)

A law is a statement of a truth in human relationship; it
______________________________.
13.

(passive/not/enforce)
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It ______________ again before they marry.14. (grow)

You _______________ something about that.15. (know)

The farmer had given his head a dogged twist, and looked as though he
were cognisant of the fact that in certain essential particulars Canaan
________________________ an inch of her title to equality with the biggest
and best anywhere.

16.

(past/not/yield)

Croyden asked-with the lingering desire one
_______________________.
17.

(passive/not/forget)

Besides, I ________________ with you, although you have permitted
your rooms to be the theatre of this intrigue.
18.

(not/do)

I ____________________ the man something.19. (shall/pay)

Ruth and the other girls were willing to eat quail so long as they
______________________ them killed.
20.

(past/not/see)
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